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Abstract.

We study properties of the boundary values (H - X ± iO)"1 of the resolvent of a
selfadjoint operator H for A in a real open set Q on which H admits a locally strictly conjugate
operator A (in the sense of E. Mourre, i.e. tp(H)*[H, iA]<p(H) > a\f(H)\2 for some real a > 0

if if G Cg°(fì)). In particular, we determine the Hölder-Zygmund class of the B(E: JP)-valued

maps A i—* (H — X ± ;0)_1 and A >-» U±(H — X ± iO))'1 in terms of the regularity properties
of the map r i—» e~~lMHelM. Here E. ZF are spaces from the Besov scale associated to A and
n± are the spectral projections of A associated to the half-lines ±x > 0.

1 Introduction

l.l
Let fl be a self-adjoint operator in a (complex) Hilbert space ri. We denote a(H) the
spectrum of H and for z G C \ a(H) we set R(z) (H — z)~l. The boundary values
l; limM_+o " R(A ± iß) R(X ± iO) and their regularity properties as functions of the spectral
parameter A G a(H) play an important role in many areas of mathematical physics (for
example in quantum scattering theory, where H is the hamiltonian of a physical system
and A its energy). Such kind of problems have been studied by many authors, in particular
Povzner, Kato, Kuroda, Agmon, Hörmander, etc. (see chapter 14 in [H] and also [BD], [K],
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[RS], [Y] and the references therein). The limit "limM^+0". if it exists, is taken in a suitable
space (and for a suitable topology) which may depend on the problem. A common procedure
is to choose Banach spaces £, T with dense embeddings £ C ri C ZF, thus identifying B(ri)
with a subspace of B(£;ZF), and to take the limit for some natural topology on B(£;J-).
This procedure is quite efficient in many concrete situations but it has the drawback that
the choice of the space £, T and the techniques used in the proof of the existence of the
limit are ad hoc. The abstract schemes which were proposed before the eighties had, in
general, a perturbative character, and so they did work only for rather limited classes of
hamiltonians. This partly explains the fact that there was a rather complete theory for
short-range perturbations of constant coefficients partial differential operators, while the
theory in the case of long-range perturbations or iV-body hamiltonians was in a much less

satisfactory state.

The situation improved significantly with the paper [Ml] of E. Mourre, where the
notion of conjugate operator was introduced. Roughly speaking, a self-adjoint operator A is

conjugated to H on an interval J if there exist a strictly positive real number a and a compact

operator K such that E(J)[P, iA)E(J) > aE(J) + K, where E is the spectral measure
of H. We ignore for the moment the regularity conditions that the couple (A, H) has to
satisfy; these are. in fact, conditions on the map r >-> e~lATHelAr and are quite important
in the theory. The results of Mourre in this context may be considered as a far reaching
generalization of those of CR. Putnam and T. Kato concerning couples of operators with
a positive commutator, while his techniques are strongly related to the theory of dilation
analytic Schrödinger operators due to J. Aguilar. E. Balslev and J.-M. Combes. One may
find an account of Mourre's theory in (essentially) its original form in [CFKS]. The main
feature is that it gives a systematic (and simple) procedure to construct the spaces £, ZF

once a conjugate operator is known. For example, one may take £ — D(A), the domain of
A equipped with the graph norm, and T D(A)* (the adjoint, or anti-dual space). On the
other hand it is quite easy to construct conjugate operators for large classes of hamiltonians
(like pseudo-differential operators or systems of operators. /V-body Schrödinger hamiltonians,

etc.). One may find interesting examples in the references listed at the end of this
article, but one should consult [CFKS], [ABG] and the references there in order to get a

correct perspective about the possibilities of the theory.

1.2

The version of the "conjugate operator method" that will be considered in this paper has

been introduced in [BG2] (see also [BGSo]). It has the advantage that only the resolvent

operator R(z) (and not H) is involved in the regularity conditions that the couple (^4, H)
has to satisfy. This allows one to treat very singular hamiltonians: the operator H need not
be densely defined and the closure D(H) of its domain D(H) need not be stable under the

unitary group generated by A (/V-body hamiltonians with strong interactions belong to this

category, see [BGSo]).

Let {P(z)}26c\R be a self-adjoint resolvent family in ri. i.e. a family of bounded operators
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R(z) G B(H) such that R(zx) - R(z2) (zx - z2)R(zx)R(z2) and R(z)* R(z). The
range of R(z) is a subspace of Ti independent of z and, if we denote by P the orthogonal
projection of hi onto the closure of R(z)ri, there is a unique self-adjoint operator H in the
Hilbert space Pri such that R(z) (H - z)~xP. In the rest of the paper an operator
like H will be just called self-adjoint (in hi); if P 1 we shall say that H is a densely
defined self-adjoint operator. For any bounded Borei complex function iponRU {00} we set

f(H) f(H)P + f(œ)(l-P).
Now let A be a densely defined self-adjoint operator in H and let us set WT elrA. The

family {R(z)} (or H) is of class C1(A) if the map r 1-+ W*R(z)WT G B(ri) is Lipschitz
for some îéC\1. If this is the case D(A) n D(H) is a dense subspace of D(H) (for the
graph topology) and the sesquilinear form [H,A] HA - AH defined on D(A) fl D(H)
by the expression (Hf,Ag) — (Af.Hg) is continuous for the topology induced by D(H).
We denote by A{H] the unique continuous sesquilinear form on D(H) which extends [H, A]
and observe that f(H)iA[H]tp(H) is canonically identified with a continuous (everywhere
defined) symmetric operator in ri if ip is a real function in C£°(R).

If H is of class C1(A) we denote by ßA(H) the set of A G K such that there exist a real
function f G C£°(R) with <f(X) ^ 0, a strictly positive number a and a compact operator
K in U such that <p(H)iA[H]tf(H) > aip2(H) + K. And ßA(H) is the subset of those A for
which the preceding property holds with K 0. So ßA(H) is the set of all real points that
have neighbourhoods on which A is conjugated to H. Clearly ßA(H) and ßA(H) are open
real sets with ßA(H) C ßA(H) and it can be easily shown that they differ very little. Indeed,

ß (H) \ ßA(H) is a countable set consisting of eigenvalues of H of finite multiplicity, and
it does not have accumulation points inside ßA(H). The operator H has no eigenvalues in
ßA(H). Note that in quite general situations it is rather easy to describe ßA(H) explicitly,
because this set is stable under a large class of perturbations; but this is not the case for
ßA(H).

We expect that H has nice spectral properties in the set ßA(H), e.g. that it has no
singularly continuous spectrum, but this has not yet been shown. What is certain is that the
regularity class Cl(A) is too weak to assure the validity of the so-called limiting absorption
principle for {R(z)} in spaces of the Sobolev scale associated to A (see Chapter 7 in [ABG]
for a detailed discussion of this problem).

A minimal (on the Besov scale) regularity condition under which estimates of the form
|(/, R(X + iß)f)\ < C(X, /) < oc hold for each A G ßA(H) and each / G n^=1D(An) has been

isolated in [BG1]. Resolvent families which fulfill this condition will be called regular. More
precisely, we say that {R(z)} is an A-regular resolvent family if for some z the following
condition is satisfied:

L
1

\\W;tR(z)W2t - 2W;R{z)Wt + R(z)\\T'2dT < oc.

Let K be the space of vectors f £ ri with Jo\\WTf - /||t~3/2<ìt < 00 equipped with
the natural topology, so that K. is continuously and densely embedded in rf. We identify
/C C ri ri* C /C*, in particular B(H) C B(K\1C). Set C± {z G C | ±1x0.z > 0}. If
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{R(z)} is an A-regular resolvent family which has a spectral gap (i.e. o~(H) r- R), then the

holomorphic maps C± 3zh R(z) G B(KZ: KA) have weak* continuous extensions to the sets

C± U ßA(H). This result has been proved in [BG2] (see also [ABG] and references therein).
Results of the same nature, but with stronger regularity hypotheses on H, have been proved
in [Ml], [PSS], [JP]; see [CFKS] for a survey.

Our purpose in this paper is to study, in the framework of the preceding theorem, the

operators R(X±iO) w*- limM_+0 R(X±iß) G B(K; /C"), with A G ßA(H), and the regularity
properties of the maps A ?—? R(X ± iO) when considered as B(£; ^-valued, with £, ZF spaces
from the Besov scale associated to A. We shall state these regularity properties in terms of
Hölder-Zygmund spaces, which gives at the same time natural and optimal results.

1.3

We begin with the definition of the Hölder-Zygmund classes AQ, a > 0 real. Let E be a
Banach space and <f> : M —> E a bounded continuous function. If 0 < a < 1 then <p is of class
AQ if there is a finite constant c such that \\<b(x + e) — <p(x)\\ < c\e\a for all x, e G R. <j> is of
class A1 if \\<p(x + e) + é(x — e) — 20(x)|| < c\e\ for a constant c and all x,e. Note that A1

is Zygmund's class of "smooth" functions and is sensibly larger than the class of Lipschitz
functions (of order 1). If a > 0 is arbitrary, write a fc + a where fc G N and 0 < a < 1.

Then f> is of class AQ if its derivative of order fc is of class Aa. If fi is a real open set and
O : fi —> E, we say that f> is locally of class Aa if Bf> is of class Aa for each 8 G Cg°(fi).

One may define classes AQp. with a > 0 real and 1 < p < oc, by a natural extension
of the preceding procedure, see §2.1. We mention only two facts, namely AQ AQ,°° and
As-' C A'-9 if and only if s > t or s t but p < q. The classes AQ,P are convenient for
a unified presentation of some Besov type spaces of vectors and operators associated to A.
Let s be a strictly positive real number and let 1 < p < oo. Then riSiV is the set of vectors

/ G hi such that the map r >->¦ WTf G H is of class Asp. And CS'P(A) is the set of operators
S G B(ri) such that the map r h-> W;SWT G B(H) is of class As-p. We shall say that a

resolvent family is of class C"-p(A) if one of the operators R(z) is of class Cs-p(A). Then the
resolvent family is A-regular if and only if it is of class Cl-X(A).

It is possible to extend the scale 7isp to s < 0. see §2.2 (we do not need the classes

Cs-p(A) for s < 0). We mention the following facts. Each space ris.P has a natural Banach

space topology such that if s > t or s t and p < q then ris.v is continuously embedded in
rit.q- If < oo then this embedding is dense. The space H is assumed to be identified with
its adjoint space H* with the help of the Riesz isomorphism. Let Ti^ n^L1P(,4n), then
riao C ris.p for all s.p and, if we denote ri°sp the closure of Hex, in ris,p: then ri°sp ris,p if
p < co. One has canonically [?i°p]* H-sp>. where \/p + l/p' 1. For real s > 0 we have

ris.2 D(\AY).

In the next two theorems we state the main results of this paper. Note that in these

theorems the resolvent family {R(z)} is at least of class Cl,l(A), so it is .4-regular, and

that we always assume that it has a spectral gap (i.e. a(H) ^ R), so that the operators
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P(A ± iO) are well defined elements of B(K;K") if A G ßA(H) (according to the results
described in §1.2). Moreover, one has KZ Tix/2,i, and so Ä? 7tLi/2oo. If s > 1/2 then for
all p, q G [1. oo] we have ri3iP C KZ continuously and densely and K* C ri-.sq continuously, so
we have a canonical continuous embedding P(/C: K") C B(ris.p; ri-s,q) and we may consider
A <—> P(A ±i0) as B(7ïs.p;ri-s.q)-va,lueâ functions with domain ßA(H).

Theorem A. Let {R(z)} be a resolvent family having a spectral gap.

(a) // {R(z)} is of class Cs+l/2(A) for some real s > 1/2, then the maps A i-> R(X±iO) G

P('Ws,oo;'W_s,i) are locally of class As_1^2 on ßA(H).

(b) Assume that {R(z)} is of class Cs+l/2A(A) for a real number s such that s — 1/2 is
an integer > 1. Then the maps X >-» P(A ± iO) G B(ris,l;ri-s.rX>) are of class Cs_1/2 in the
weak* topology and their derivatives of order fc 0.1,2 s — 1/2 are given by

dk
-— P(A±i0)= hm k\R(X±iß)k+1.
dX* ß—+o

where the limits exist weakly* m P(7Ys.i:'W_s,co), locally uniformly m A G ßA(H).

The weak* topology we refer to in part (b) above is, of course, determined by the
identification ri-soo [7is,i]*. Clearly one can reformulate part (b) in an apparently stronger
form: the holomorphic functions C± 3 z >-> R(z) G B(ris.i;ri-S.x) extend to functions of
weak* class Cs~l/2 on C± U ßA(H). Similarly, part (a) says that the holomorphic functions
C±3xi-» R(z) G B(riSt00; H-S.i) extend to functions locally of class As~1/2 on C± UßA(H)
(the local Aa classes have an obvious definition for functions defined on manifolds with
boundary, like C± U ßA(H)). When we speak about the Aa class of a map with values in
B(£;ZF). where £, T are Banach spaces, we have in mind the norm topology of B(£;ZF).
However, due to the uniform boundedness principle, we get the same class if we consider on
B(£;ZF) the weak (or weak*, ii ZF Q") topology.

The assertions of Theorem A are optimal on each of the scales Ct,g(A), 7iSiP and Aa.
A detailed discussion of this question may be found in [BGSa2] and [BG3]; see also §1.4
below. Under stronger regularity conditions on the operator H the continuity properties of
the maps A i-> P(A ± iO) G B(ris.2;ri-S,2) have been studied before in [PSS], [W], [JMP]
(see also [ABG]). In [W], for example, it is shown that this map is localiy Aa with a
(s — l/2)(s + 1/2)-1 and 1/2 < s < 1. In [JMP] similar results are obtained in the region
s > 1. In [BG3] a slightly weaker version of part (a) of Theorem A has been proved.

If A is a spectral value of H which belongs to ßA(H) then R(X ± iO)riX/2.x C ri-X/2,x
and this assertion is optimal on the Besov scale: indeed, R(X ± ifyrirx, is not included in
^-1/2,00 in general. Roughly speaking, the vectors of the form P(A ± iO)f do not decay at
infinity in the spectral representation of A. However, simple examples, like those treated in
§1.4 below, suggest that there should be an asymmetry between the behaviour in the region
where A —> +oo and that where A —? —oo. More precisely, a vector like R(X + iO)f does not
decay in the region A —» +oo but behaves quite well as A —+ — oo. The first general result of
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this nature has been obtained in [M2]; see [JMP] and [J] for refinements. Our next theorem
is an optimal result along these lines.

We denote n= the spectral projections of A associated to the intervals ±[0, oo). Note
that n± induce bounded operators in each space ris.p. so the products FLTR(X ± iO) are well
defined. On a space of the form B(ris.p;rit.q) we shall consider, besides the norm topology,
the w-topology. which is defined by the family of seminorms T >—? |(<?,T/}| with / G risfi
and g G ri-tq> (1/q + 1/q' 1). It can be shown that B(ris.p\ riLq) is sequentially complete
in the w-topology (see §2.6 in [BGSa2]).

Theorem B. Let {R(z)} be a resolvent family with a spectral gap and of class Cs+l^2-p(A)

for some real s > 1/2 and some p G [1. oo]. Then one has

ETR(X±iQ)ris<pcHa-X,p

for all X G ßA(H) and the maps X i—> nTP(A ±i0) G B(ris.p\ris-\.p) are w-continuous. If a
is an integer such that 0 < a < s — 1/2. then the maps

X *-* nTP(A ± iO) G B(risp: Hs-X-a,p)

are of class Ca in the w-topology. If a is an arbitrary real number such that 0 < a < s —1/2.
then the functions

A H+ nTP(A ± »O) G B(ri$.x, Ws_i-Q,i)

are locally of class Aa on ßA(H).

The assertions of Theorem B are optimal in a sense described in [BGSal, BGSa2]. In
[BGSal] one may find several propagation theorems that are corollaries of the preceding
result. For applications in quantum scattering theory, see [JMP] and [K]. In the Theorems
5.7 and 5.8 below (see Section 5) we discuss properties of the operators UTR(X ± iO)Fl±;
these are extensions of results from [M2], [JMP], [J].

There is one unnatural condition in the preceding theorems, the spectral gap condition,
and this is annoying for some applications (e.g. it excludes Stark effect hamiltonians). If H
is densely defined and of class Ca(A) with 1 < a < 3/2 this condition has been eliminated
in [Sal, Sa2].

1.4

In order to clarify the significance and the implications of the Theorems A and B we shall

now discuss two examples. The first one is elementary but fundamental: the general theory
may be considered as a non-commutative version of this model. Let H be the operator of
multiplication by the real measurable function h in the Hilbert space H. L2(R) and let A
be the usual self-adjoint realization of i(d/dx). Although by our definition of regularity we

could treat quite singular functions h (e.g. H is of class CCC(A) if h is an arbitrary rational
function), we shall assume, for simplicity, that h is bounded. Then H is of class Cl(A) if
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and only if h is a Lipschitz function, and H is ^l-regular if and only if h belongs to the

(usual) Besov space B^(R) (this implies h G C:(R)). Again for simplicity we assume that
h G C'(R) and that h'(x) > 0 Vx G R. Then the range of h is a bounded open interval
I (a,b), the spectrum of H is a(H) [a, b], and ßA(H) R\{a.b}. Let/.5 G L2(R) and
let us set

u(x) g(h-l(x))f(h'l(x))lh'(h-\x))}~1 for x G /.
Clearly for 2 ^ R we have

(g,R(z)f) ju(x)(x-z)-ldx

hence, if we denote v, and û the Hilbert and the Fourier transform of u, we formally get

roo
tt-1 (g, R(X + iO)f) ü(X) + iu(X) 2Ì7T-1 / elXxu(x)dx.

Jo

By using these explicit expressions one may check the optimality of the Theorems A and E

and one can understand the connection between part (a) of Theorem A and some classica
properties of the Hilbert transformation (e.g. the fact that it leaves invariant the AQ classes)
On the other hand, these theorems allow one to treat fairly easily the n-dimensional versior
of the preceding example. As a consequence one may get, in the context of Theorem 7.6.2

from [ABG], quite precise continuity properties of the distributions [h(x) — X7fi0)]~kt when
fc > 1 is an integer.

It is much more interesting, however, to consider generalized Schrödinger hamiltonians
of the form H h(P) + V in H L2(En), with P (-idx...., -idn). We work in the

setting of §7.6.3 from [ABG] and we recall several hypotheses and notations. The functior
h : R" —» R is assumed to be of class Cm for some integer m > 2 and such that:

(a) h(x) —» +00 as |x| —» 00;

(b) the derivatives /rQ' of order |q| m are bounded;

(c) \hA)(x)\ < C(l + \h(x)\) if \a\ < m.
We denote Po the usual self-adjoint realization of h(P) in H. G D(|Po| is the form
domain of Po (equipped with the graph topology), and we identify G C ri TA* C G*
Then Gs.p and G*sp (s G R, 1 < p < 00) are the Besov scales associated to the operator (Q)
of multiplication by (x) (1 + |x|2)1//2 in G and G* respectively (e.g. the norm in Gs,2 is

||(Q)s/||ç; see page 343 in [ABG] for details). We consider only a rather restricted class ol

perturbations V (see [Sal] for the case of non-local singular perturbations satisfying natura'
extensions of the conditions (7.6.19), (7.6.20) in [ABG]). Let cr be a real number such that
0 < a < m — 1 and let V EVk, where the sum runs over all the integers fc satisfying
0 < fc < a + 1. We assume that each Vk is a bounded real function on Rn which tends tc

zero at infinity and which satisfies H|Q|=fc 1^(^)1 ^ C(x)~1-17. Now let s a + 1/2 anc
denote by n(H) the union of the set k(K) of critical values of the function h and of the set

of eigenvalues of P; k(H) is a closed real set and its accumulation points belongs to n(h)
Then for each A G R \ k(H) the limit lim/J^+0(P — A =F ^)-1 — R(^ ± *0) exists in norm
in B(Gs.00',G-s.i)- locally uniformly in A, and the maps A h-» P(A ±i0) G B(Gs.00;G-3,i) ar«
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locally of class A" on R \ k(H). These assertions follow easily from part (a) of Theorem A,
as explained in §7.6.3 from [ABG]. Similar results hold for Ar-body hamiltonians. For the

case of Dirac operators, Stark effect hamiltonians and simply characteristic operators, see

[Sal].

1.5

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce two Besov type scales associated

to a self-adjoint operator A: one consisting of vectors from H (these are the spaces 7is,p with
s > 0) and one consisting of bounded operators on hi. We briefly recall those properties that
will be needed later on (a complete treatment in a general setting may be found in [ABG],
but see also [BuB] and [BGSa2]) and we prove two estimates (Theorems 2.1 and 2.2) which
will be important for the proofs of the main theorems. In §2.4 we recall a regularization
procedure introduced in [BG1] and a result from [BG3]: these are the main technical tools of

our paper. In Section 3 one may find a description of the regularity classes of arbitrary
selfadjoint operators and of the Mourre estimate in the context of general resolvent families:
the main result of this section is Proposition 3.1, which improves a result from [BGSo].
Section 4 is the most technical one. We consider there a symmetric bounded yl-regular
operator H G B(ri). we regularize it by considering the operator H(e) 9(eA)H (in the
commutative situation of §1.4 this means that we approximate the function h by an entire
function of exponential type; see the comment after Theorem 2.3), and then we "twist" H(e)
in the spirit of the theory of dilation analytic Schrödinger operators, i.e. we introduce the

operator Hs e~eAH(e)esA eeA8(eA)H £(eA)H. All Section 4 is devoted to estimating
the resolvent of the non-self-adjoint operator H.:. Finally, the main results of the paper are

proved in Section 5. Note that the spectral gap hypothesis allows a rather straightforward
reduction to the case when H is a bounded (everywhere defined) operator.

Regularity Classes Associated to a Selfadjoint Operator

A

2.1

Let E be a Banach space and f> : R —> E a bounded continuous function. We recall that the

modulus of continuity (or smoothness) of order m (integer > 1) of 0 is given by ujm(e)

supxeR || E'kAot-^Cm^x + ke)\\E for e > 0. Let s > 0 be a real number and p G [l,oo].
Then f> is of class \s-p if there is an integer m > s such that [Jq1 (s~sujm(e))pe''1de]1/p < oo

(if p oo this means ujm(e) < ces for a finite constant c). One has As-P C A'-5 if and only if
s > t or s t but p < q. The classes As°° As are called Hölder-Zygmund classes.

If fc > 1 is an integer the classes BCk and Lip(fc) are defined as follows: <fi G PC*
means that the derivatives of order < fc of 0 exist and are bounded and norm continuous;
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4> G Lipw means that uJk(e) < cek for a constant c and all e > 0 (this is a fc-th order
Lipschitz condition). Then we have AkA C BCk C Lip(A:) C Ak. all embeddings being strict
and optimal on the scale As,p (the spaces Ak-p are not comparable with PCfc and Lip(A:) if
1 < p < oo). Now assume that s fc + a where fc > 1 is an integer and a > 0 is a real
number. Then <f> G As-p if and only if <j> £ BCk and <p(A:) G ACT-p. In particular, if 0 < a < 1

then <f £ As means c£> G BCk and ||0(*% + e) - <P{h)(x)\\E < C\e\°: if cr 1 then cp £ As

means that (Zp G PCfc and ||0(fc)(x + e) +p(fc)(x-e) — 20(fc)(a;)i|E < C|e|, i.e. f>A) has to verify
a Zygmund condition.

There are natural local classes associated to the preceding ones. For example, if fi is
an open real set and <p : fi —+ E is a continuous function, then c/> is locally of class As'p if
6<t> £ As-p for each 6 £ C0°°(fi).

2.2

Let hi be a complex Hilbert space and A a densely defined self-adjoint operator in fi (these
objects are fixed from now on). We denote by E,\ the spectral measure of A and we set
Wa elAa for a £ R. We identify hi with its adjoint space hi* (space of anti-linear continuous
functionals on Ti) with the help of the Riesz isomorphism and we denote by 11 • 11 the norm
in ri and in B(ri). The scalar product ¦, • in hi is linear in the second variable.

We denote Woo the vector space Dk^D(Ak) equipped with the natural Fréchet space
topology and then we define ri-x as the adjoint space [Hoa]* equipped with the strong
topology. Since the embedding rix C ri is continuous and dense, we obtain by transposition
a continuous dense embedding ri hi* C ri-oo- The Besov spaces ris.p (with s G R
and p G [l.oo]) associated to A are Banach spaces continuously embedded in ri-^. To
define them, note first that for each compact real set K the spectral projection Ea(K)
extends to a continuous linear map Ea(K) : H-oo —» Hœ. For real r we set Ea(t)
Ea(1~2t, —t] U [t, 2r]) and for each / G ri-oo, s £ R and 1 < p < cc we define the number
||/||s,pG[0.co]by:

U/H., ||Pa([-2,2])/|| + ^ \\T°EA(T)f\\pT-ldr
ll/p

(2.1)

If p oo then the second term on the r.h.s. should be read supT>1 |j-rsP/4(r)/||. Finally, we

may define riSiP as the space of vectors / G ri-oo such that ||/IUP < oo. equipped with the
Banach space structure associated to (2.1). We have Hx C HSiP and we denote by ri°p the
closure of H.^, in ris,p- In fact ri°= riS4> if 1 < p < oo.

We recall that riSiP C ritq (continuous embedding) if s > t or if s t but p < q.

If 1 < p < oo we have a continuous dense embedding Hoo C risp. hence one can realize
[ris.p]* as a subspace of ri-oo', indeed, one has [ris.p}* ri-s.P' if p"1 A p'~l 1. Similarly
l^l.ool* ft-s.l-

If s > 0 then ris,p is the set of vectors / G ri such that the map r >—> WTf £ ri is of class

As-p. Another equivalent description is as follows: assume that 0 < s < m with m integer
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and let f £ ri; then / G ris,p if and only if [/q1 \\e~s(Ws - l)mf\\'>e-1de}1/p < oo. If s fc

is an integer > 1 and p 2 then / G rik,2 if and only if r >—? WT/ G Ti is of class PCfc

(or. equivalently, of class Lip(fc'). In particular 7ifc>2 D(j4fc). It will be convenient to set

ris ri$2 for all s G R; in particular Ha ri (as topological vector spaces).

Theorem 2.1 Let <p : R —> C 6e a locally bounded Borei function and a a real number, and

assume that there are real numbers v > 0 anti c swc/t that \f(x)\ < c|x|Qmin(|x|", |x|_1/) for
all x G R. ITien t/iere zs a constant C < oo stjc/j t/iai /or a// s G R, all p £ [1, oo] and a/i

/ G 7-t-oc.'
i/p/ Ik-VM)/!!^-1^

JO
<C||/| s+a.p- (2.2)

/n particular \\f(eA)f\\s,x < Cea\\f\ |s+Qt00 /or a// s G (0,1) ana" / G 7rl

Proof. (i) Set ß(u) min(7j1/. u ") for u > 0 and observe that for 0 < a < x < 2a we have

q(x) < 2Vg(a). We show that for all e > 0. r > 0 and / G ri-oo one has

|£a(tM£A)/|| < c2^max(l,2Q)(£r)Qß(£r)||PA(r)/||. (2.3)

Indeed, we have by hypothesis \f(x)\ < c|x|öß(|x|) and, if we denote by x the characteristic
function of the set [—2, —1] U [1,2], then the l.h.s. of (2.3) can be estimated as follows

Hx(ì4/tM*4)/|| < c\\x(AM\eA\aQ(e\A\)f\\
<cmax(l,2a)(eTr\\x(A/T)Q(e\A\)f\\
<cmax(l-2Q)(er)a sup g(ex)\\x(A/T)f\\

t<x<2t

which clearly implies (2.3).

(ii) Let us set Ci c2"max(l,2a). Then from (2.1) and (2.3) we get

/OO \\TsEA(r)e-af(eA)f\\T-ldT

/OO Q(eT)\\TS+aEA(T)f\\T-1dT

\\EA(l-2,2])e-af(eA)f\\ + Cx [" Q(T)\\xi(r/e)(T/ey+aEA(r/e)f\\T-1dT
Jo

where Xi is the characteristic function of the interval (Loo). Now observe that if g is a

positive Borei function on (0, oo) then for r > 1 we have

r /-1 -i i/p
/ g(T/e)pe-lde

.Jo

'
g(a)pa~1da

ii/p
< /oo g(a)pa-lda

i/p

Since /q00 q(t)t ldr 2/v we see that the l.h.s. of (2.2) is smaller than

Jo \\EA(l-2,2\)e-af(eA)f\\pe-lde\ +2Ci^1[j/i \y+aEA(a)f\\pa~lda
iVp
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If q < 0 then our hypotheses imply that ip is a bounded function and, by using the inequality
(1 - ap)~llp < 1, we see that the first term above is bounded by sup \f\ • ||P/i([—2,2])/||. If
a > 0 we use the inequality \f(x)\ < c|x|Q+" and we bound this term by

c2Q
r A i1/p
JQ |[eI'JE?A([-2,2])/||"c-1efeJ < c2Q+"(l + „p)-1/p||P4([-2.2])/||. 0

2.3

Let 5 be a strictly positive real number and p G [1. oo]. We say that an operator S £ B(H)
is of class Cs-p(A), and we write S £ Cs-p(A), if the map r i-> S(t) W;SWT £ B(H) is of
class Asp. We set CS(A) CSOO(A). It is clear that Csp(A) is a full involutive subalgebra of
B(H) (a subalgebra C of B(H) is full if each invertible in B(ri) operator S from C has the
property S~l £ C).Moreover, one has CS'P(A) C CUq(A) if s > t or if s t but p < q.

Now let fc > 1 be an integer. We say that S £ B(H) is of class Ck(A) if the map
S( ¦ : R —? B(ri) (defined above) is of class Lip'*'. This is equivalent with asking that
S(-) be strongly of class Ck; if this map is norm Ck we say that S is of class Ck(A) (this
makes sense and is not trivial even if fc 0; on the other hand C°(A) B(H)). We have
Ck-l(A) C Ck(A) C Ck(A) C Ck(A) and, if A is not bounded, these embeddings are strict
and optimal on the scale CS,P(A) (i.e. the spaces Ck,p with 1 < p < oo are not comparable
with Ck(A) and Ck(A)). Clearly Ck(A) and Ck(A) are full involutive subalgebras of B(H)
and C°(A) is a C*-subalgebra of B(H). We set C°°(A) nkeKCk(A).

For each S £ B(H) we define a continuous sesquilinear form ad^ S on Hk (or. equivalently,
a continuous operator Hk —+ H-k H*k) by induction over fc: ad" S S, &dA S IA, S]
.45 - SA and adA+1 5 ad,t ad^, S. One has for ail /. g G Hk D(Ak):

(/,(ad*5)5)= E *lhpÌ(AV,5^>. (2.4)

We have S G Ck(A) if and only if the sesquilinear form adjj S is continuous for the topology
induced by H on Hk- In this case, and if we denote by Ak[S\ ^ AkS the unique operator
in B(H) such that (/, (AkS)g) (-l)k(f, (ad* S)g) for all f.g £ Hk, then we have AkS
(—id/dr)kS(t)\t=q (the rather pedantic notation AkS is convenient for later purposes). Now
assume that s fc + a with fc > 1 integer and a > 0. Then one has S £ Cs-p(A) if and only
if S G Ck(A) and AkS £ C-P(A).

Let S £ Ca'p(A) for some a > 0, p £ [Loc]. Then S leaves Ha,p invariant and has a
canonical extension to a continuous operator S : H-a.P' —* hi-a.v' (if 1 < p < oo then the
extension is uniquely determined by its continuity: if p 1 we have to require it to be weak*
continuous. H-a.x being considered as the adjoint of Ha.i). This extension has the property
SHt.q C Ht,q if — ct < t < a and 1 < q < oo. or if t a and p < q < oo (note that under
these conditions and if t ^ 0, we have Ca,p C C''',?). Now we prove that the part of S which
is off-diagonal relatively to A has better properties.
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Theorem 2.2 Let us set ÏÏ+ EA([0, oo)) and n_ EA((-oo, 0]). If S G Ca-P(A) for some
real a > 0 and some p G [l,oo], then U^Sïi^H C Ha,p. In particular, if S £ Ca,2(4) then

Tl^SFi± £ B(Hs;Hs+a) for all real s such that —a < s < 0.

Proof, (i) We first prove a weak-type estimate, namely we show that So n_Sn+ sends

H into Hm.oo if S G Cm(A) for some integer m > 1. Let x be the characteristic function
of the real set defined by 1 < |x| < 2. Then it suffices to show that ||x(e4)S0|| < Cem
for some constant C and all 0 < e < 1. Set ST exp(r4)Soexp(—tA) for r > 0. Then

r h-? ST is strongly of class Cm on [0. oo) and its fc-th order derivative (0 < fc < m) is equal
ÌA-

we get :

to ad^ ST exp(-r4)n_(adA S)U+ exp(—tA). By making a Taylor expansion up to order m

So - Y V- ad^ Sl + fcL)Jo ad"; S, T^dT.

The operators adA Sx clearly send H-x into H+ao, so it suffices to consider the contribution
of the integral term. We have:

[l\\X(eA)zd™ST\\Tm-ldT< || ad^ Soll f' \\x(eA)Tl-eTA\\Tm-1dT
Jo Jo

|| ad^ Soil f1snpx(ex)e
JO x>0

<

| adT Soil / e-T/erm-1dT < Cem,
Jo

vhich is the desired estimate.

(ii) Let V : B(H) —* B(H) be the linear continuous operator given by VS ïï_Sn+.
Then \\V\\ 1 and PCm(A) C P(W;Wm.oo) (by what we have shown above and the closed

graph theorem). On the space Cm(.4) there is a natural Banach space structure such that
the embedding Cm(A) C B(H) be continuous. Then one can obtain the spaces Ca-P(A) by
real interpolation: Cap (Cm(A), B(H))e.p with 9 1- a/m if 0 < a < m (see (5.2.22)
in [ABG]). Similarly (Hmi00,H)e.p HatP. Now fix a vector / G H and consider the map
S h-? V(S)f. It sends B(H) into H continuously and Cm(A) into 7-^moo continuously. By
interpolation it will send Ca,p into HatP. For the last assertion of the theorem note that S*

is of the same class as S. 0

2.4

We shall denote by A the operator acting in the Banach space B(H) according to the

following rule: an element S G B(H) belongs to the domain of A if and only if the sesquilinear
form (/, SAg) — (Af, Sg) (with domain D(A)) is continuous for the topology induced by H;
and then AIS] AS is the unique element of B(H) such that (/, -4[S]p) (f,SAg) —

(Af, Sg) for all /, g £ D(A). Clearly Cfc(.4) coincides with the domain of the power .4* of
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A, for each k G N. Moreover, the following identity holds in B(Hk:H-k):

AklS] AkS (-\)ksAkAS Y ^ï(-l)I-4!S4i (2.5)
i+j=k l-J-

The operator X can be interpreted as the infinitesimal generator of a one-parameter group
of automorphisms of B(H). For each real r we define Wr : B(H) -> P(H) by WT[S\
WTS WfSWj. Then W0 1, WT+a WTWV for all r.a £R. and the function r >-»

W-S G P(W) is strongly continuous (but not norm continuous in general). For S G B(H)
we have S G Cl(A) domain of A) if and only if lim£_.o(ie)_1(W£ - 1)S exists in B(H)
in the ultraweak (or weak, or strong) operator topology, and then the limit is just .4S and
one has WTS S + i Jq WaASda for all t G R. So A is the infinitesimal generator of
the -'weak" one-parameter group {Wt}t6r in the Banach space B(H) and this justifies the
notation WT exp(ir^4) (the notion of weak semigroup is introduced in [BuB]; note that
B(H) is identified with the adjoint of the space of trace class operators).

We shall define a functional calculus for the operator A with the help of the group
{Wt}t€r. Let M M(R) be the imitai subalgebra of the algebra PC(R) (bounded
continuous complex functions on R) consisting of Fourier transforms of bounded Borei
measures. The algebraic operations in M are those inherited from the embedding A4 C PC(R),
but we take as norm in A'f of ip(t) JReltTß(dr) the total variation of the measure
ß. This makes A4 an abelian Banach algebra with unit. If f is given by the preceding

expression we define a linear continuous operator f(A) : B(H) —» B(H) by setting
f(A)S s vJ(-^)[S] /R W*SWTß(dT): the integral exists in the strong operator topology.

Observe that the notation WT e'A' is consistent with the functional calculus, i.e.

f(A) W'r if <f is the function f(t) eltT. It is easily checked that the map f i—? f(A) is
a imitai homomorphism such that (ip(A)lS})* f+(A)[S*\ if f+(t) f(—f), and that the
norm of the operator f(A) (acting in the Banach space B(H)) is < ||i/?||yvf.

It is clear that ip(A) commutes with A. in fact if fc G N then /(.4)Cfc(4) C Ck(A) and
Akf(A)S f(A)AkS for S G Ck(A). On the other hand, if ip decays at infinity then it
improves regularity with respect to A. For m > 1 integer we define ip{m) by f(m)(x)
xmif(x). Then if f £ M and <p{m) G M. we have f(A)Ck(A) C Ck+m(A) for all fc G N and
Am<f(A) f{m)(A). In particular, if ip £ C03O(R) then ip(A)B(H) C C°°(A).

The main purpose of the functional calculus introduced above is to allow us to construct
operators of class C°°(4) which approximate a given operator S G B(H) rapidly enough, in
a sense that we shall make precise below.

Note first that if f G M and e G R then the function x i—> f{ex), denoted </r, belongs
to .M and ||ve||x 5! II^IIa-i (the equality holds if e ^ 0). We set f(eA) fe(A), in other
terms ip(eA)S /R W*TSWerß(dr). So for each S G B(H) the map e i-» ip(eA)S G B(H) is

strongly continuous and f(0A)S ip(0)S. In particular, if f(Q) 1 and tp(m) £ Ad for some
integer m > 1. then by what we have seen before we have ip(eA)S £ Cm(A) for e =£ 0 and

y;(c.4)S —> S in the strong operator topology as e —* 0. Operators of the form Se f(eA)S
with ip G C0=C(R) and ^(0) 1 will be called regularizations of S (e ^ 0).
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The rapidity of the convergence of S£ to S is determined by the degree of regularity of
S with respect to A. We explain this fact in rather rough terms. Assume that S G Ck(A)
for some integer fc > 1 and let f £ M be of the form f(x) 1 + xkr](x) for some n £ A4.
Then f(eA)S S + ekAkn(eA)S S + ekn(sA)AkS for e f 0 hence \\<p(eA)S - S\\ <
\£\k\\v\\M\\AkS\\. So if if £ Q°(R) and <p(x) - 1 0(xk) as x — 0, then for each S G Ck(A)
we have \\f(eA)S — S\\ 0(ek) as e —? 0. The case p oo of the next theorem says that this
behaviour characterizes the class of operators Cfc(4). which is slightly larger than Ck(A).

Theorem 2.3 Let S £ B(H). s a strictly positive real number, and p £ [1. oo]. If there is a

function 0 £ A4(R), which is not identically zero on (0, oo) and on (—oo,0), such that

f1 \\e-se(eA)S\\"e'1de
Jo

i/p
< oo (2.6)

then S G Cs'p(4). Reciprocally, if S £ Csp and if m > s is an integer, then (2.6) holds for
each e such that 8{k) £ A4(R) for 0 < fc < m and 6ik)(0) - 0 for 0 < fc < m - 1.

For the proof, see [BG3].

This theorem characterizes the property S G Cs,p(4) in terms of the rapidity of the

convergence of the regularizations Ss of S. Let us say that an operator T £ B(H) has

A-exponential type less than r if there is a holomorphic function T( ¦ : C —> B(H) such

that T(t) W*TWT for r G R and, moreover, there is a constant C such that ||T(£)I| ^
Cexp(r|C|) for all Ç £ C One may show that T has this property if and only if i^(.4)P T
for all f £ Ai such that f(x) 1 on a neighbourhood of the interval |x| < r. Hence
Theorem 2.3 is an extension of classical results of Jackson and Zygmund concerning the
best approximation of Hölder-Zygmund functions by trigonometric polynomials. Note also

that by taking 6(x) (elx - l)m we get that S G Cs-p(A) if and only if [f1 \\e-s(We -
l)mS||p£-1&]1/p< oo.

3 Resolvent Families and Mourre Estimates

3.1

A family {R(z) \ z G C \ R} of bounded operators in the Hilbert space H will be called a

(self-adjoint) resolvent family if the following two conditions are satisfied: P(^i) — R(z2)
(zx - z2)R(zx)R(z2) (first resolvent identity) and R(z)* R(z) for all zx,z2,z £ C \ R. It
follows easily from these relations that the map R( ¦ : C \ R —» B(H) is holomorphic and

(d/dz)kR(z) k\R(z)k+l. The spectrum of the resolvent family is the set of real numbers
A such that the function R( ¦ has no holomorphic extension to any neighbourhood of A.

Clearly, the first resolvent identity holds for all complex numbers zx. z2 not in the spectrum
of the resolvent family. Note also that we have ||P(2)|| < | Imzl-1 as a consequence of this
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identity; moreover, one has liim_0 ||P(A+ie)|| co if and only if A belongs to the spectrum
of {R(z)}.

It is most convenient to think of resolvent families in terms of possibly non-densely
defined self-adjoint operators in H. To be precise, we shall work with a slight extension
of the standard notion of self-adjoint operator: for us a self-adjoint operator in H is a
linear operator H defined on a linear subspace D(H) of H with values in H. such that
HD(H) C D(H) closure of D(H) in H) and such that, when considered as operator
in the Hilbert space D(H), H is self-adjoint in the usual sense (so a densely defined
selfadjoint operator is a "usual" self-adjoint operator). Note that H — z : D(H) —+ D(H) is
bijective if Im z ^ 0. The resolvent family associated to such an operator is defined by
R(z)f (H -z)~lf if / G D(H) and R(z)f 0 if / is orthogonal to D(H). ReciprocaUy, if
{R(z)} is a resolvent family then there is a unique self-adjoint operator H such that R(z) be
of the above form for z G C \ R. Note that the spectrum of the densely defined self-adjoint
operator H in the Hilbert space D(H) coincides with the spectrum of the resolvent family
{R(z)}.

If ip is a complex continuous function on R which tends to zero at infinity, then <f(H) is a
well-defined bounded operator in D(H) (by the functional calculus associated to the densely
defined selfadjoint operator H in D(H)). We extend <f(H) to a bounded operator on H by
setting f(H)f 0 if / is orthogonal to D(H). Then clearly we have

f(H) w-lim - j f(X) Im R(X + ie)dX (3.1)
£—+0 7T JR

where the integral exists in the weak topology. This formula expresses f(H) directly in
terms of the resolvent family but is not convenient for our purposes here. A more useful
representation for f(H) can, however, be easily deduced from (3.1). Let r bea strictly
positive number. We shall use Taylor's formula for the function ß >-+ R(X+iß) on the interval
[e,r] with 0 < e < r. Since, by holomorphy. we have (d/dß)R(X + iß) i(d/dX)R(X +iß),
we get for any integer m > 1 (with <9A d/dX):

m~l (r — Ak
R(X + ie)=Y [-1^L(-idx)kR(X + ir)

lZYyj\^dxrR(X + iß)(ß-e)m-1dß.
(m-l)

So if tp is of class C™(R) we get after an integration by parts

m-l (r _ c}k

J-,

im
+

[ <f(X)R(X + ie)dX Y / iV°(A)P(A + ir)dX
J* ' ' ' £- fc! h

jm r. *r-^— / / f^(X)R(X + iß)ßm~1dßdX.
(m— 1)! Jr Je

Since ||P(A+i/u)|| < \ß\ l the double integral exists in norm for m > 2 even if e 0. Hence
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for each m > 2 we have (cf. [BGl] and [ABG])

m_1 1 t 1 r rr
f(H)= Y -TT / f{k)(X)lxxil(ir)kR(X + ir)]dX + / / f{m)(X) lixi[imR(X + iß)}dßrndX,

j~^i 7rfc! jr irmi Jr Jo

(3.2)
where the integrals exist in norm and dßm mßm ldß. This representation of f(H) is
similar to the Helffer-Sjöstrand formula (see [D] and references therein).

Assume now that a densely defined self-adjoint operator A is given in H and let {R(z)}
be the resolvent family associated to a self-adjoint operator P. We shall say that {R(z)} (or
H) is of class Ck(A). Ck(A), or Cs,p(4), if there is a complex number z0 outside the spectrum
of H such that the bounded operator R(z0) is of class Ck(A). Ck(A), or Cs,p(4) respectively.
Note that if this property holds for some zo then it holds for all complex numbers z outside
the spectrum of H. Indeed, the operator 1 — (z — za)R(zo) will then be invertible in H with
inverse equal to l + (z — z0)R(z). Hence the assertion follows from the fact that Ck(A), C*(4)
and Cs-P(4) are full subalgebras of B(H).

The following property is a straightforward consequence of (3.2): ii ç £ C03O(R) and
H is of class Ck(A), Ck(A), or Csp(4), then <p(H) is of class Ck(A). Ck(A). or CS-P(A)

respectively. We mention the following example. Let H L2(R), A id/dx and let H
be the operator of multiplication by the function h : fi —? R, where fi is an open real set

(think that h(x) oc if x ^ fi). If h is a rational function and fi is the complement of the
set of poles of h. then H is of class C°°(A). If h : fi —» R is of class C00 and proper (i.e.
\h(x)\ diverges when x approaches the boundary of fi) then f(H) is of class C°°(A), for all

y G Cq°(R). In connection with a question left open in §6.2.1 of [ABG] (see the discussion
before Example 6.2.8) consider now the function h(x) x~l (so fi R \ {0}). We clearly
get a densely defined self-adjoint operator H of class C°°(4) such that <f(H) $ C1(A) if
ip : R —+ C is a function of class C1 which has finite but distinct limits at +oo and —oo.

3.2

We now show that if H is of class C1 (4) then one can give a meaning to the commutator
[H. A] as a continuous sesquilinear form on the domain D(H) of H endowed with the graph
topology, i.e. the topology associated to the norm ||/||h (||/|2 + l|P/l|2)1/2-

Proposition 3.1 Let A. H be selfadjoint operators in H such that A is densely defined and

H is of class C1(A). Then D(A)C\D(H) is a dense subspace ofD(H) (for the graph topology)
and there is a constant C < oo such that

\{Hf,Ag)-(Af.Hg)\<C\\f\\H\\g\\H Vf,g G D(A) nD(H). (3.3)

Proof, (i) Let V be the set of / G D(A)C\D(H) such that Hf £ D(A). Each bounded operator

of class Cl(A) leaves D(A) invariant, hence for any z £ C\a(H) one has R(z)2D(A) C
V C R(z)D(A) (note that V R(z)D(A) if H is densely defined: moreover, it follows from
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the first resolvent identity that the spaces R(z)2D(A) and R(z)D(A) are independent of the
choice of z). The operator R(z)2 is a continuous surjective map of H onto D(H2) (equipped
with its graph topology), so it sends a dense subspace (e.g. D(A)) of H onto a dense subspace
of D(H2). Hence R(z)2D(A) is a dense subspace of D(H2), and so of D(H). In particular
V is dense in D(H).

(ii) Let f.g£V. Then for z £ C \ a(H) one has

(Hf. Ag) - (Af. Hg) (A(H - z)f, R(z)(H - z)g) (3.4)

-((H-z)f,R(z)A(H-z)g)
-(H-z)f.AlR(z)](H-z)g).

By taking z i we get

\(Hf,Ag) - (Af.Hg)\ < \\A[R(i)]\\ ' ll/IWMI*- 0-5)

Our purpose is to show that this remains true for f,g € D(A) n D(H).

(iii) We now point out two relations that will be needed below. If z\, z2 € C \ a(H) then
by applying A to the first resolvent identity we get

AlR(zx)}{\ + (z2 - zx)R(z2)} {1 + (z, - z2)R(zx)}A[R(z2)}. (3.6)

On the other hand, we clearly have {1 + (z2 — zx)R(z2)} ¦ {1 + (zx — z2)R(zx)} 1. Hence

AlR(z2)) {1 + (z2 - zx)R(z2)}A[R(zx)}{l + (z2 - zx)R(z2)}. (3.7)

(iv) For real e ^ 0 we set Rc (ie)~1R(i/e) (1 + ieH)~lP, where P is the orthogonal
projection of H onto D(H). By using (3.6) and (3.7) we get

,4[P£]Pi {1 + (e - l)PJ.4[Pi]P£,
e„4[iy {1 + (e - l)Rr}AlRi}{\ + (e - 1)PJ.

When e —> 0 the operator P£ converges strongly to P. Hence

s-lim AlRe}Rx P-^l[Pi]P, (3.8)

s-lim ^4[P£] P^^fPiJP-1. (3.9)

Now set S£ (1 + ieA)~l for e £ R. Then for each f £H one has

(/, [Se, Pi]/) (S;/, Pi2e4S£/> + (isAS'J. RXS.J).

and this clearly implies
[S,.Rx} ieS£A{Rx]Se. (3.10)

(v) Finally, set Js P2S£ for e j= 0, let / G P(4) n D(P) and denote /i i(P - i)f G

P(P), so that / Pi/i. We have s-lim Js P and (3.10) gives

(H-i)JJ (H-i)J£Rxfx
(H- i)RM + ie(H - i)R£ ¦ ReSeAlR£]SJi.
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vVhen e —> 0 the operator ie(H — z)P£ {1 + (e — 1)P£}P converges to zero and J€fx —? /i,
ìence (H - i)JJ -> (H - i)Rxfx (H - i)f. So JJ -? / in P(P). On the other hand
;he bounded operator J£ is clearly of class C'(4) and A[JC) «4[P2]S£, hence AJef
JEAf — v4[P2]S£/. By using (3.10) again we obtain

.4[P2]S£Pi AlR2}RxSe + AlR2}ieSeAlRx}Se

AlRe}RxRsSs + ReAlRe]RiS£

+eAlRc]ReiSeAlRi]Se + ReeAlRs]iS£A[Ri]Sc.

Now we use (3.8), (3.9) and the relations Rs —? P. S£ —? 1 strongly as e —> 0; we get
3-lim^[P2]S£Pi P-M[Pi]P. Hence we get

s-lim AJef PAf - PxA[R(i)](H - i)f,

in particular ||P4J£/ - P4/|| -» 0.

(vi) We can now prove the validity of (3.5) for all /. g £ D(A) D D(H). (3.5) holds if
f.g are replaced by /£ J£/ and ge Jcg (because /£, gc belong to V). In the inequality
obtained in this way we make e —> 0 and take into account that by what we have proved at
step (v) we have:

(P/£, Ags) (Hfs. PAgE) - (Hf, PAg) (Hf, Ag). 0

If H is a selfadjoint operator of class Cl(A) we shall denote by .4[P] the unique continuous
äesquilinear form on D(H) such that (/. A[H]g) (Hf, Ag) - (Af. Hg) for all /, g £ D(A) D

D(H). If S,T G B(H) and their ranges are contained in D(H) then S*,4[P]T will be

identified with a bounded operator in H by using Riesz lemma. It follows easily from (3.4)
and from the argument at step (vi) of the preceding proof that

AlR(z)] -R(z)A[H}R(z) if z G C \ a(H). (3.11)

Now let f,ip£ Có°°(R) real and such that x^(x) ip(x)f(x) for all real x. Then f(H) G

Cl(A), hence for / G D(A) we have ip(H)f G D(A) n D(H) and

(f(H)f.iAlH}f(H)f) =2Re(Hf(H)f.iAf(H))
2Re(iP(H)f(H)f,iAf(H)f)
(<p(H)f,iAMH)]<p(H)f).

Note that rp(H) £ Cl(A). So we have f{H)A{H}f(H) f(H)A[v(H)]f(H).

We now define the strict Mourre set ßA(H) of H with respect to A as the set of real
numbers A such that there are a real function ip £ Co°(R) with ^(A) ^ 0 and a strictly
positive real number a such that f(H)iAlH]f(H) > aip(H)2. This is clearly an open subset
Df R.
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In non-trivial practical situations it is impossible to find explicitly the set ßA(H). For
this reason it is useful to introduce the Mourre set ßA(H) of H with respect to A,
defined as the set of real numbers A for which there are a real function ip £ C0X'(R) with
f(X) ^ 0, a strictly positive real number a. and a compact operator K in H. such that
f(H)iAlH\f(H) > af(H)2 + K. It turns out that in many interesting cases one can
describe ß (H) rather explicitly (this is related to the following invariance property: if H, Hq
are self-adjoint operators of class C„(4) and if (H + i)~l — (H0 + i)_1 is compact, then
ßA(H) ßA(H0); see Theorem 7.2.9 in [ABG]). For this reason the next result is important.
Note that ßA(H) is an open set and ßA(H) C ßA(H).

Proposition 3.2 The set ßA(H) \ ßA(H) does not have accumulation points inside JZiA(H)
and it consists of eigenvalues of H of finite multiplicity. The spectrum of H in ßA(H) is
purely continuous.

Proof. The assertions of the proposition follow easily (see [Ml]) once we have shown that the
virial theorem is valid, namely that if / G D(H) is an eigenvector of H then (/. A[H)f) 0.

Let f.yj £ Cq°(R) be real functions such that xi^(x) ih(x)f(x) and ip(X) 1, where A G R
is such that Hf Xf. Then

(f.A[H]f) (f,f(H)A[H}f(H)f)
(f,f(H)Alvb(H)]f(H)f)
(f,Alv(H)}f)
lim(/, lif(H), (ie)-\W£ - 1)]/) 0. 0

We shall say that the self-adjoint operator H (or the resolvent family {R(z)} associated
to it) has a spectral gap if its spectrum is not equal to R. Fix such an H, let Ao be a real
number outside the spectrum of H, and set R —P(A0). Then P is a bounded self-adjoint
operator R:H —» H and for Im z ^ 0:

R(z) (Ao - z)-lR[R - (Ao - z)"1]"1. (3.12)

Proposition 3.3 H is of class Cl(A) if and only if R is of class C*(4). 4 real number
X y£ A0 belongs to ßA(H) (resp. ßA(H)) if and only if (A0 - A)-1 belongs to ßA(R) (resp.

ßA(R)).

The proof of this result is straightforward and will not be given; see Proposition 8.3.4
in [ABG] and note that in our context one can replace the class C„ by the class C1 (cf.

Propositions 7.2.5 and 7.2.7 of [ABG] for the case of densely defined operators).
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4 The Twisted Hamiltonian

The main technical estimates of this article will be derived in this section. We consider
a bounded everywhere defined self-adjoint operator H in H. we denote by E its spectral
measure, and we assume that H is of class C1(A). Furthermore, we fix a real open set J
and a real number a > 0 such that the following condition is satisfied: there is an open set
J0 with dist( J, R \ Jq) inf{|x — y\ \ x £ J. y ^ Jo} <5 > 0 and there is a number ao > a
such that E(Jo)iAlH]E(Jo) > a0E(J0).

We shall need a version of the so-called quadratic estimate of Mourre. The proof of the
next proposition can be found in §4.4 of [BG3]; see [Ml], [ABG] for similar results.

Proposition 4.1 Let {H£}£>o be a family of bounded operators in H such that Ho H,
\\H£ — H\\ —+ 0 and \\e~l ImP£ + i.4[P]|| —> 0 as e —> 0. Then there are strictly positive
numbers e0, b such that, for each e G [0,£o] and each z G C with Fiez £ J and \xxiz > —ae,
the operator H£ — z : H —> H is bijective and its inverse G£ G£(z) (P£ — z)~l £ B(H)
satisfies the estimates

I'^^oT+W^'^ (41)

for all f £H. We have set G^+' G£, Gl~' G*. In particular, one has

\\Ge(z)\\ < —A" '

be 1 lA
ae + lxaz l(ae+ lmz)l62 + (Ixxiz)2}

(4.2)

The following consequences of the inequalities (4.1) and (4.2) will be especially useful
later on: if Imz > 0 then for 0 < e < eo one has

||GW/||2<±-Im(/.G£/) + -^||/||2, (4.3)
ae ao*

Now let us assume that the family {IL} from Proposition 4.1 has two more properties:

(1) H£ is of class Cl(A) if 0 < e < eQ:

(2) the map e *-* H£ £ B(H) is strongly C1 on (0,e0).

Let 2 be a complex number with Res G J and Im2 > 0 and let 0 < e < eo- Then
G£ G C'(4) and A[G£] -G£„4[P£]G£. Indeed, if for r ^ 0 we set 4T (iT)~l(eirA - 1)

then we clearly have [4T,G£] G£[P£,4T]G£ and the result follows by taking the limit
as t —> 0 and by using, for example, the fact that [P£,4T] —» ,4[P£] strongly as r —» 0.
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Furthermore, the map e >-? G£ £ B(H) is strongly C1 on (0,s0) and its derivative is given
by G£ ^G£ —G£H'£G€ (this is an easy consequence of (4.4)). In particular we get

G; A[G£] + Ge(A[He] - H'£)G£. (4.5)

This equation plays a fundamental role in the theory.

In this paper we shall choose H£ (for e G R) of the form H£ t](eA)H, where £ is a
function of the form £(x) ex6(x) with 6 G C0XI(R) real even and such that 6(x) 1 on a

neighbourhood of zero (a rather detailed motivation of this choice can be found in [BGSa2]).
Note that the operator H£ is not self-adjoint in general and that we have H* H-£. We shall
also need the function n given by n(x) x(£(x)-£'(x)) -exx6'(x), so that 77 G Co°(R\{0}).
Formally, (4.5) becomes:

G'£ A[Ge] + e-xGcri(eA)lHlGe. (4.6)

It is not yet clear whether the so-defined family {P£} satisfies or not the hypotheses
of Proposition 4.1. In fact it does not if H is only of class C1(A), as we explain in the
Proposition 4.2. We first state a lemma which can be proven without difficulty and which
will be needed below.

Lemma. Let f £ A4, be a function of class C1 and such that its derivative f' and the function
if(x) xf'(x) belong to A4. Then for each S £ B(H) the map e 1—> f(eA)S G B(H) is

strongly C1 on R \ {0}, for e ^ 0 the operator f'(eA)S is of class C1(A), and we have

(d/de)f(eA)S e-l(p(eA)S A<f'(eA)S. In particular, if f £ C0°°(R) then f{k)(eA)S £
C°°(A) ife^O and k £ N, the map e >-? f(eA)S £ B(H) is of class C°° on R \ {0} and we
have (d/de)kf(eA)S Akf[k)(eA)S.

Proposition 4.2 The family {P£}£6r defined above satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition
4.1 if and only if the operator H is of class C\(A). Assume that H £ C^(A) and let z G C
with Re 2 G J and Imz > 0.

(a) For 0 < e < e0 one has G£ G C,](4) and A[G£] -G£AIH£}G£: if 0 < e < e0 then

G£GC°°(4).

(b) The map £i-»fj£ is of class C1 in nomi on R and is of class C°° on R \ {0}. The

map e i-* G£ is of class C1 in norm on the closed interval [0. eo], where its derivative is given
by G'£ -G£H'£Ge, and is of class C°° on (0,e0]-

(c) Set K£ e-1T1(eA)H fore^ 0, where n £ C0X)(R\{0}) is given by n(x) -exx9'(x).
Then K£ £ C°°(4), e h+ K£ is of class C°° on R \ {0}, and for 0 < e < eo one has

G'£ AIG£} + G£K£G£. (4.7)

(d) Set Pp' (d/deYK£ and let a > -1 real and p G [l,oo]. Then H is of class

Cl+a,p(A) if and only if the condition

i/pI < 00 (4.;e-a+jK^\\pe-lde
0 "
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holds for j 0. If this is the case then (4.8) holds for each integer j > 0.

Proof. We define a real even function g G Cq°(R) by g(0) 1 and g(x) x_1shx ¦ 9(x)
if x 7^ 0. Then for an arbitrary bounded self-adjoint operator P we have £_1ImP*
iAg(eA)H S£. Assume first that lim£_oS£ exists in norm in B(H) and denote by S the
limit. Since C°°(4) is a subspace of the norm-closed space C°(4) and S£ G C°°(4) if e ^ 0,

we get S G C°(A). For / G D(A) we have

(f,Stf) (f,lQ(eA)H,iA}f) 2Re((g(eA)H)f,iAf)

which converges to 2Re(Hf,iAf) as e -* 0. So we have 2Re(Hf,iAf) - (f,Sf) for

/ G D(A), i.e. iAH S £ C°(A). This clearly means H £ CUL(4). Reciprocally, if
H £ C„(A) then P is of class C°(A) hence ||P£ - P|| -» 0 as e —> 0. Moreover, we shall also

have S£ ig(eA)AH and AH G C°(4), so ||S£ - 7.4P|| -» 0 as e -> 0. Hence the family
{P£}£>o satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1.

The proof of the assertions (a), (b) and (c) is easy, see the Lemma stated before Proposition

4.2. For part (d) we use the Theorem 2.3. Observe that n G Cq°(R \ {0}) is not
identically zero on (-co, 0) and on (0. oo). so if (4.8) holds with j 0 then H £ C1+a'p(4).
Reciprocally, if H has this property then we have (4.8) for all j because e^K^f1 m(eA)H
for some t?/g C0=°(R \ {0}). 0

We denote by ||| ¦ ||| either the norm in the Banach space /C Hx/2tX or the norm
associated to it in B(K; K*), and we recall that we have continuous embeddings K C H C K*
and B(H) C B(K;KZ*). From now on we assume that H is (at least) of class C1,1(4). We

write 2 A + iß and the numbers e, A, ß are supposed to verify 0 < e < eo, X G J, ß > 0.

One should think of ß rather as a parameter, but it is important that the various constants
that appear below are independent of ß. If F is a function of (A, e) £ J x (0, co) we denote

by p(*-m) dkd™F its derivative of order fc with respect to A and of order m with respect
to e. We also set P(m) F{0-m\ The operator G£ G£(z) G£(X + iß) will be considered

as a function of (A, e) £ J x (0, e"o); we clearly have for fc G N:

G(k,o) gkGe,x + i/xj klGk+i (49)

Proposition 4.3 If H is of class ClA(A) then for each k,m £ N there is a number C < oo,
independent of e £ (Q,eo). X £ J and ß > 0, such that

|||Gf-m)||| <Ce~k~m, (4.10)

||Gefc'm)||/c-.w + ||Ge*-m)||H^c. < Ce-k-m~112. (4.11)

Proof. (i) We first prove (4.10). (4.11) in the case fc m 0. Fix a number ex G [0,£o) and

a family {/£}£l<£<£0 of vectors in D(A) such that the function e >—» /£ G H is of class C1.

We set P£ (f£, G£/£) for ex < e < eo and we get by using (4.7):

F'£ </i - Afe, GJ£) + (G*f£, f£ + Afe) + (G*f£. K£GJ£).
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Denote i£ \\f'£\\ + ||4/£||. Then (4.3) implies

|p£'l < 4(||g£/£|| + iig:/£||) + \\k£\\ ¦ \\gj£\\ ¦ \\g;m\
<24a-1/2(£-1/2|P£|1/2+ò1/2o-1||/£||) + ||P£||a-1(£-1|P£| + ò5-2||/£||2).

So there is a constant c > 0, depending only on a. b and d, such that for ex < e < eo'-

c-l\F'£\ < 4||/£|| + ||P£|| • HAH2 + 4^1/2IPI1/2 + \\K£\\e-l\F£\.

According to Lemma 7.A.l from [ABG] the preceding estimate implies

|P£J<2{|P£J+C£°[4||/T|| + ||AV||.||/r||2]a'T + C2[^0£Tr-1/2a'r]2}exp£0C||PT||T-1a'r.

(4.12)
By Proposition 4.2 (d) we have /0£° ||PT||r-1dr if and only if H £ CL1(4). Now let / G Hx/2iì
and /£ 9((e — ex)A)f, with the same function 9 as in the definition of H£. If we set

9(x) x9'(x) and 9{l)(x) x9(x), then

re°
„ -i/o. /•«o-ei ~ do-
^T-^dT jT^dlÄM)/!! + ||Ö(i)(a4)/||)

o
v" v ,J lm ""Vta + E.F

^1/2.1<c'||/||w, =c-

where c' is a finite constant depending only on £"o and 9. Now by using (4.12) we easily see

that there is a constant c" < oo such that |(/, G£/)| < c"|||/|||2 for 0 < e < e0, A G J, ß > 0
and f £ KZ. The polarization identity will then give |||G£||| < const. Finally, the estimate
(4.11) with fc m 0 is an immediate consequence of the preceding one and of (4.3).

(ii) Now we treat the case where one of the numbers fc, m is not zero. If m 0 then
the estimates follow easily from those with fc m 0 by taking into account (4.4) and
(4.9), so we can assume m > 1. Then by Proposition 4.2 (b) the operator G£"^ is a linear
combination of terms of the form G£H^mi)G£H{£m2) ¦ ¦ ¦ G£H^mn) with mx....,mn>l integers
and mx + + mn m. So from (4.9) it follows that Gek'm^ is a lineai- combination of terms
of the form

Qko+l fflmi)Qki + ljj{m2)Qk2 + l Jj(mn)Qkn + 1

with mi,.... mn as above and fco. fci,.... kn £ N such that k0 + kx + + kn fc. The norm
in B(K; KA) of such a term is bounded by

||G£||M_/c-||G£||fc°||Pimi')|| ¦ ||G£||fc>+1... ||ptm"»|| • ||G,m|G,||^„
< const. c-1/2 • £-fc°||Pimi)|| • e-kl~l... ||Ä,im-)||e"*' • e"1/2

where we have used (4.11) with fc m 0 and (4.4). Similarly, the norm in B(K;H) is
bounded by

||G£||*°+1||Pimi'|| ¦ ||G£r+1... ||#i"->|| ¦ ||G,||fc»||Ge||^«
< const.c-^HPf11'!! ¦ c-*1"1... ||Pimn)|| - e~k" ¦ e~1/2.
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We see that the assertions of the proposition are a consequence of the estimate ||P^m'|| <
cm£1_m for m > 1 integer and e > 0. But we have

H(m) dm^£Ä)H _ jr£m)(eA)H e1-m(eA)m'^{m)(eA)AH el-mf(eA)AH.

where f(x) xm~l^m'>(x) is a function of class Cq°(R). Hence

||fl-im>||<e1-m|M|JM||Aff||.0

Lemma 4.4 Set G£ G£KeG£, where K£ is as in Proposition 4.2 (c). Then for each

fc, m £ N t/iere is a finite constant C, independent of e, A, ß, such that

|||GÌ*'m)||| < Ce~k-m-1 Y \\£JK^\\- (4-13)
3=0

In particular, if H £ Cl+a(A) for some a > 0, then we have |||G^'m)||| < cea k' ¦m—l

Proof. By Leibniz formula, and since K£ does not depend on A, G^',m^ is a linear combination
of terms of the form G£a'u)K£w)G£b-v) with a, b, u, v, w £ N and a + b fc, u + v + w n.
Then Proposition 4.3 implies

|||G(a,U)J{-WG(M||| < IIG^H^.IIPfH • \\G?'V)\\^H

Kcoxiste-^-^WK^W-e'0-"-1'2
const.e-k-m-l\\ewK£wi\\. <>

For the proof of the next estimates we need a generalization of the identity (4.7). Assume
that we are under the hypotheses of Proposition 4.2 and let G£ G£K£G£. Then for all
I, fc G N with fc > 1 and all e £ (0, £0), 2 A + i/j, A G J, /j > 0 we have

GfM e\AklGe£+l] + Y Ak-r-llG£Lr)}. (4.14)
r=0

If I 0, k 1 this is just (4.7). (4.14) follows from this special case by taking successively
derivatives with respect to e and A and by using the following simple result: Let [a, b] be a real

interval and {Sx}a<x<b 0. family of bounded operators on H having the following properties:

(i) x 1—? Sx £ B(H) is strongly of class Cl, with derivative S'x — dxSx;

(ii) Sx and S'x are of class C:(4) for all x £ la, b];

(iii) x 1—> AS^ G B(H) is strongly continuous.
Then the map x 1-+ .4ST G B(H) is strongly C1 and its derivative is given by dxASx AS'X.

Now let us fix two functions f,ip£ S(R) and let us define the operator L£ L£(z) :

H-00 —» H+oo by
L£(z) ip(eA)G£(z)iP(eA) (4.15)
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for 0 < £ < £0 and z — X + iß with A G J and ß > 0. Let £, m G N. By using Leibnitz
formula and by taking into account the relation d'£f(eA) A{f^(eA) e~'ipi(eA) with
<fi(x) xlf^(x) we obtain

4£'m)= E ~^77ek--f,(eA)G^kH'](eA).
i+j+k=m %-J-K-

where the indices i,j, k run over N. If we use (4.14) the expression in the r.h.s. above becomes

^¦m)= E ^7Sk-mf,(eA)AklG^}^(eA)
i+j+k=ml-JM-

+ E -^ek-mfl(eA)AAG^}yJj(eA).
i+j+k=m '•! ¦

k>l,n+r=k-l

Then by taking into account the identity (2.5) we get

£mr(i,m)= £ JÌ^'_£Ay'EAy^ì{£A)GMi£Ay+^U){£A) (416)
i+j+p+q=ml-AP-Q-

+ E ^*gM)V(^MmeA).

Proposition 4.5 Let f,i> £ S(R) and let L£ Le(z) òe defined by L£ v?(£-4)G£7/'(e4).
r/ien /or eacft £, m G N t/iere zs a constant C, independent of e,X,ß, such that for all
f,geH-œ:

\(g,ee+mL^f)\<C Y \\\^,a(eA)g\\\-\\\iphb(eA)f\\\ (4.17)
a+b—m

0<i<a,0<j<b

+c Y |||^,aM)fllll-lll^(e>i)/lll-lkc^ic))l|.
a+b+c<m-l
0<i<a,0<]<b

Here the functions fiA and ipjj, are defined by <p,A(x) xaf^(x) and iphb(x) xbvZi^\x).

Proof. We use (4.16) and the estimates

\\\eeGe£+1\\\<C(e) and \\\ee+r+1G£e'r)\\\ < C(£,r) Y \\^K{eC)\\
0<c<r

which have been obtained in Proposition 4.3 and Lemma 4.4. <>

It is clear that the first sum from (4.16) becomes much simpler if f is a function such

that i/?(,)(x) f(x) for all x. But the only function which has this property is ip(x) ex

and it does not belong to S(R). However, one can circumvent this difficulty if in place of L£
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one considers the operator ÏÏ_L£, where FL- EA((—oo, 0]) is the spectral projection of 4
associated with the interval (—oo, 0]. Then we take a function tp £ S(R) such that tp(x) ex

if x < 0. Observe that for j, q fixed with n m—j—q > 0 one has Ei+P=n(iì-Pì-)'1(~x)pxl 0.

Hence, after left multiplication by n_ of (4.16), in the first sum on the r.h.s. will remain
only terms with j + q m, so i — p 0. On the other hand:

E ~xi+^\x)=xm(l + -?-)my(x)=<;(x)- (4.18)
]+q=mJ-1- aX

Hence we obtain:

£mU_L(tm) £!n_e-''4G^+1C(£4)

y, rn!(P + 0)!(-l)p£^n gA,+Pe^^r) + (J)

i+j+p+%=m-i i\j\p\q\(m-i-j)\
By the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 4.5 we get, with a slight change of
notation:

Proposition 4.6 Let yb £ S(R), define Ç by (4.18), and set L£ U-ecAG£ip(eA). Then for
each £, m G N there is a constant C, independent of e,X.ß. such that for all f,g G H-oo-'

\(g,ee+mL^)f)\ < G|||n-e^||| • \\\Ç(eA)f\\\ (4.19)

+c Y |||n_M)vMi|.||IM)VmM)/lll-ll^c)ll-
a+b+c<m— 1

0<j<b

This estimate can be further simplified by a special choice of if. Note that if ip(x) e~x

then C 0. Of course this choice is not allowed by the condition if G S(R). However, if
we take tp of class S(R) and such that ip(x) e~x if x > 0, then Fl+<Z,(eA)f 0 for each

/ G H-oo- Hence Proposition 4.6 immediately implies the next one. Here ÏÏ+ Pa([0,oo)).

Proposition 4.7 Let L£ - n_e5'4G£e"s'4n+. Then for each t, m £ N with m > 1 there is

C < oo, independent ofe,X,ß, such that for all f,g £ H-œ:

|(0,£^^-m'/)|<c Y ll|n-M)v^|||-|||n+(£4)6e-^/|||-||£cPic'||. (4.20)
a+b+c<m~ 1

5 Boundary Values of Resolvent Families

5.1

Throughout this section {R(z)} is a resolvent family on the Hilbert space H, we denote by
H the self-adjoint operator associated to it, and we assume that H has a spectral gap (its
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spectrum a(H) is not the whole real line). We shall make several hypotheses concerning the
regularity class of H with respect to 4, but these hypotheses will always imply that H is

4-regular (i.e. of class C1,l(A)). In particular the open real set ßA(H) is well defined and
contains R \ a(H). If / G H then z >-* (/, R(z)f) is a well defined holomorphic map on the
open complex set C\o(P) and this set contains the upper (C+) and lower (C_) half-planes
(we set C± {z £ C | ±Imz > 0}). Our first purpose is to prove the existence of the
limits hnv_±0(/, R(X + iß)f) (f,R(X±iO)f) for A G ßA(H) and to discuss the continuity
and differentiability properties of the maps A h-+ (/, P(A ± i0)f) in terms of the regularity
properties of H and / with respect to A. Due to the relation (/, R(X+iß)f)* (/, R(X-iß)f)
we may restrict ourselves to the case ß —> +0. Note also that, due to the polarization identity,
it is not necessary to consider the case of (g, R(z)f) with g ^ f.

Theorem 5.1 Assume that H is of class Cl+Ll (A) for some integer £ > 0 and set s £+1/2.
Then for each f G Hs,x the holomorphic map C+ B z i—» (/, R(z)f) extends to a function of
class Ce on C+ U ßA(H), i.e. for each integer 0 < fc < £ the holomorphic function on C+
given by (d/dz)k(f,R(z)f) — (f,k\R(z)k+1f) has a continuous extension to C+ U ßA(H).
The limit fimM_+o(/, R(X + iß)f) (f, R(X + i0)f) exists locally uniformly in X £ ßA(H),
the boundary value function X i-» (/. P(A + i0)f) is of class Ce on ßA(H), and for 0 < fc < £

integer one has

£-k(f, R(X + i0)f) hm (/. fc!P(A + iß)k+1f) (5.1)
dXK ii—+o

locally uniformly in X £ ßA(H).

Proof, (i) We first show that it suffices to prove the theorem under the assumption that
H is a bounded everywhere defined operator. For this we use the identity (3.12) which can
be written (f,R(z)f) Ç(/, (P - C)_1P/>- where Ç (A0 - z)-1. The map z h-> Ç is a

holomorphic diffeomorphism of C \ {A0} onto C \ {0} which leaves C+ (and C_) invariant
and, by Proposition 3.3, restricts to a C°° diffeomorphism of ßA(H) \ {A0} onto ßA(R) \ {0}.
The operator R belongs to C1+e,1(A), hence Rf G HsA (see the discussion before Theorem
2.2). So. by taking into account the polarization identity, it suffices to prove the theorem
with H replaced by R, which is bounded.

(ii) From now on we assume that H is a bounded (everywhere defined) operator. By
considering a small enough neighbourhood J of a point from ßA(H), we may assume that
the hypotheses made at the beginning of Section 4 are satisfied. For the rest of the proof we

use the notations and the results of Section 4. Let L£ L£(z) f(eA)G£(z)f(eA) where f
is a function in S(R) with f(0) 1 and 0 < e < eo, z X + iß with A G J, ß > 0. Clearly

Lf-°» d{L£ (£)'''f(eA)G£(z)f(eA) f(eA)£\G£(z)e+1f(eA). (5.2)

Note that by Proposition 4.2 (b) the map e i-> L£t0) G B(H) is strongly C1 on the closed

interval [0,e0] and L{0m dezR(z) £\R(z)M.
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Now let us fix / G Hsd and define h(e) (/, L<f-°>/) for 0 < e < e0. Then for e > 0 and
m > 0 integer we have /i'm'(e) (/, L^,m'/) which can be estimated as in (4.17). So there
is C < oc, independent of e, X, p and /, such that

\emh^(e)\<C Y ^III^MÎ/III-III^M^III+CIH/III2 Y e-'lWll- (5-3)
a+b=m 0<]<m-l
i<a,j<b

By Proposition 4.2 (d) the condition P G Cl+CA(A) is equivalent to the integrability with
respect to the measure e~lde on (0,£o) of the second term in the r.h.s. of (5.3). We claim
that if m > 2£ then each term of the first sum from (5.3) is also integrable (with respect to
the same measure). Indeed, if a + b m then either a > £ ox b > £. In the first case we have

jT1 e-e\\\f,.a(eA)f\\\ ¦ \\\^b(eA)f\\\e-lde < C'|||/||| £ \\s-ef,,a(eA)f\\x/2,1e-1de

<C"\\\f\\\°\\f\\s,i

due to the Theorem 2.1 (observe that f,M has a zero of order > a > £ at the origin).

Let us fix an integer m > 2£. We have seen that there is a function x '¦ (0, £o) —> R,
independent of A and p, such that \emh^m\e)\ < x(e) and /0£° x(î)£"'& < oc. So we can
apply Lemma 5.2 (see below) and thus obtain

(/.diR(z)f) Y [-4rL(f> 4f/) + t^tïï / tf' 4lm)/>^-1&. (5.4)
rs A/. [Ill X I• •/Ü

According to Proposition 4.1, for each £ G [0,£o] the function z >-* G£(z) (He — z)~l is

holomorphic in the region A G J, ß > —ae, where a > 0. So each term in the sum from
(5.4) extends to a holomorphic function of z below the real axis if Re 2 G J (see (4.16) for
example). For the integral in (5.4) we can use the dominated convergence theorem in order
to deduce that its limit as ß —» +0 exists uniformly in A G J.

We have shown that limA,_o(/. dezR(z)f) exists uniformly in A G J. Clearly the arguments
still work if £ is replaced by a smaller integer. 0

In the preceding proof we used the following elementary fact:

Lemma 5.2 Let h : (0. £0] —> C be a function of class Cm for some integer m > 1 and some
realeo > 0. 4ss7jme that /0£° |£m-1/i{m)(c)|d£ < 00. Then lixae-.oh(e) h(0) exists and

HO) E {~4r-^(eo) + 7^- / h^(e)em~1de. (5.5)
k_o "'• [m x). -Jo

It is convenient to reformulate Theorem 5.1 in slightly different terms. For an arbitrary
self-adjoint operator H the map z >—> R(z) G B(H) is holomorphic on C+. Recall that we
have continuous embeddings

B(H) C P(/C;KT) C B(HS.X:H-S.oo) (5.6)
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if s > 1/2. So, for example, z i-+ R(z) G B(K: K*) is a holomorphic map on C+. Now assume
that H G CX,1(A), i.e. the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1 holds with £ 0. Then the theorem
says that the preceding function extends to a weak* continuous function on C+ U ßA(H), in
fact lim;j_+o P(A + iß) P(A + iO) £ B(K; K*) exists in the weak* topology of B(K; KZ*),

locally uniformly in A G ßA(H). So the boundary value function A >—> P(A+iO) G B(KZ; KZ*) is

well defined and weak* continuous on ßA(H). According to (5.6), we may consider the map
A i—> P(A + zO) G P(7is,i;7i_soo) for each s > 1/2; clearly it is a weak* continuous function
(recall that H-S.oo ?"Ci> which defines the weak* topology of the preceding space). Now
assume that H £ C1+u(4) for some integer £> I. Then the Theorem 5.1 says that the map
Am P(A+iO) G P(Hs,i;H_s,0O) is of class Con ßA (H) in the weak* topology if s £ + 1/2.
Moreover its weak* derivatives are given by

dk
-TrrR(X + iO) lim fc!P(A + iß)k+l fc!Pfc+1(A + iO) (5.7)
dX" m—+o

where the limit exists in the weak* topology of B(Hsi;H-sX), locally uniformly in A G

ßA(H).

Our next purpose is to describe the regularity properties of the function A \—> P(A + zO)

in terms of the classes A". For the proof of the next result we need the following lemma
(proved in [BG3]):

Lemma 5.3 Let J C R be an open set, ea > 0 a real number and J {(A,£) G R2 |

A G J, 0 < £ < £o}. Let F : J —» C be a function of class Cm for some integer m > 1

and assume that there are real numbers a. AI, with 0 < a < m and M > 0, such that
Ei+k=m\d{dkF(X,e)\ < Mea~m on J. Then the limit lim£_0P(A.£) P0(A) exists
uniformly in X £ J and the function Fo : J —? C is locally of class A". Moreover, there is a

constant Cm (depending only on m) such that

|[(T„ - l)mPo](A)| < CmMa-yr (5-8)

if X £ J and v £ R have the properties \v\ < to and X + tv £ J for all t £ [0, m]. In (5.8)
the translation operator T„ acts according to (Tvg)(X) <?(A + v).

Moreover, we shall need the following particular case of the Theorem 2.1: if x ¦ R —? C
is a bounded Borei function and s a + 1/2 is a real number > 1/2, and if x has a zero of
order > a at the origin (i.e. \x(x)\ < c|x|'3 for some ß > a), then there is a constant C < oc
such that for all e > 0:

Wx(eA)\\n^-n,n,, + 11x^)11«.^-.«-., < Ce«. (5.9)

Theorem 5.4 Let H be of class C1+a(A) for some real a > 0 and let us set s a + 1/2.
Then the function

ßA(H) 3Am R(X + iO) £ P(WS,00; H-,,i) (5.10)

is locally of class Aa.
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Proof. (i) As explained in the first part of the proof of Theorem 5.1 it is sufficient to consider
the case when H is a bounded (everywhere defined) operator. From now on we keep the
notations and assumptions of the part (ii) of the proof of Theorem 5.1. We first prove that
for each £, m G N with m > 2a we have

\lL{!'m)\\H,.^n-..i<C(l,m)ea-l-m (5.11)

for a number C(£, m) < oo independent of £ G (0. co). A 6 J and ß > 0. For this purpose we

use the Proposition 4.5. Note that for each term of the first sum on the r.h.s. of (4.17) we
have either a > a or b > a. If, for example a > a, we use the estimate (5.9) with c fiA
and get that the corresponding term is bounded by a constant times £a||a||s,oo|||/|||, and this
is better than needed (because s > 1/2). A typical term of the second sum on the r.h.s. of
(4.17) is dominated bv const • |||<?||| • |||/||| ¦ ||£CP^C'|| and now we mav use Proposition 4.2

(d).

(ii) Now let / G Hs.oo and P(A,e) (/, L£(A + iß)f). Then (5.11) gives

\did?F(X,e)\ < C(Am)|l/l|2>00£a-'-m. (5.12)

This implies the hypothesis of Lemma 5.3, namely |<9^<9£ P(A. £)| < Mea~m if £+k m, with
M const.|l/l|2^. Indeed, if £ 0 this is a particular case of (5.12). If I > 1 we integrate
(5.12) £ times with respect to e over an interval of the form (t, £0) with 0 < t < £0; since

a — m < 0 we shall get \dexd™~eF(X,t)\ < Mra~m, which is the estimate we were looking
for. Now we use Lemma 5.3. Since P0 (f,R(z)f) and Hs.oo ('W-s.i)*, the estimate (5.8)
implies the assertion of the theorem. <>

5.2

/C* H-i/2,oo is the smallest space in the Besov scale associated to 4 which contains the set

P(A + i0)7-too (if A G J is a spectral value of H). We show now that the operator n_P(A+iO)
behaves much better (similar assertions hold for ÏÏ+P(A - iO)). Here n_ EA((—oo,0])
extends to a continuous operator in H-oo which leaves invariant each Hs<p; hence the product
n_P(A + iO) is well defined and belongs to B(K;K*). Note that under the conditions of
Theorem 5.5 we have R(z)HStP C Hs.p, hence the r.h.s. of (5.13) makes sense.

Theorem 5.5 4ss7i7ne that H is of class Cs+1^2,p(A) for some real number s > 1/2 and

some p G [1, co]. Then for all X £ ßA(H) one has n_P(A + iO)HStP C Hs-i,p- Let £ > 0 be

an integer such that £ < s — 1/2. Then for each f £ Hs,p and g G 7-^+i_s,p' the function
A •-+ (g, n_P(A + i0)f) is of class Ce on ßA(H) and one has

^-e(g,Yl-R(X + iO)f)= lim (U-g,£\R(X + iß)e+1f) (5.13)
dA' ii—+o

where the limit exists locally uniformly m X G ßA(H).
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Proof. Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 it suffices to consider the case where H is

a bounded operator. Then, J being chosen as in (ii) of the proof of Theorem 5.1, we may
assume that the assumptions of Section 4 are satisfied. Let L£ be the operator introduced in
Proposition 4.6, where ip is assumed to have the property ip(0) — 1. We set h(e) (g, L^-0)/)
for 0 < £ < £o and some given vectors / G HSiP and g G Hx+e-s.P'. Here p' is defined by
1/p + l/p' 1. Then (4.19) gives

\emh^(e)\ < Ce-e\\\U-e^g\\\ ¦ |||ÇM)/||| (5.14)

+CIII/III Y e-l\\\U-(eA)^Ag\\\-\\eU<^\\
i+j<m—l

where C is a constant independent of e, A, ß, f and g. We choose m > a s — 1/2. Then
the integral over the interval (0,1) with respect to the measure e~lde of the first term on
the r.h.s. of (5.14) is bounded by

C f1 Hl^-'n-e-'^lir's-^e]1
P

f/11||£-\(£4)/
Jo J Uo

Up

<c\ g\\l/2-a+e,p'\\j\\l/2+a,p-

We have used the Theorem 2.1 which is allowed by the fact that a — £ > 0, 0 < a < m and
C(x) 0(xm) as x —> 0. The integral over (0,1) with respect to e~lde of a typical term of
the sum in the r.h.s. of (5.14) is similarly bounded by

CHI/HI
i/p' Uprl IV? r rl V**

/ \\\ea-eU-(eA)^Ag\\\pe-'de / \\S-°*'K?We-lde <C'\\\f\\\-\\g\\x,2_a+l
Uo J uo " J

The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.1. The conclusion is that the function
z h-> (U-g, R(z)f). which is holomorphic on C+, extends to a function of class Cl on C+ U J
(in a sense explained in the statement of Theorem 5.1). In particular, if we take £ 0

we see that \irxiß^+o(Fi-g, R(X + iß)f) exists (uniformly in A G J) for each / G HS,P and

g G Hi.-s.p-. Now recall that Hs-X.p (HX-6.P>)* if 1 < p < oo and Hs-X.x (H°_soo)*.
Hence for each / G Hs,p the limit limM_+o n_P(A + iß)f exists in the weak* topology of
Hs-X.p so n_P(A + iO)Hs.p C Hs-i.p. 0

We define the iu-topology on the space B(Hs.p;Ht.q) as the topology associated to the
family of seminorms Si—» \(g, Sf)\ with / G HSiP and g £ H-t.q>- Then the second part of
Theorem 5.5 can be expressed as follows: the map A >—» n_P(A + iO) G B(Hs,p;H$-e-i.P) is
of class Ce in the w-topology.

Theorem 5.6 Let s. a be real numbers such that 0 < a < s — 1/2 and assume that H is of
class Cs+1/2(4). Then the map

pA(H) 3Ak n_P(A + iO) G B(HS.X, Hs-i-Q.x) (5.15)

is locally of class Aa.

Proof, (i) We keep the assumptions and notations of the proof of Theorem 5.5. We first show

that the operator L£ satisfies the following estimates: for each f,m6N with m > s —1/2 ß
there is a number C(£,m), independent of e, X,ß, such that

ll^'Ik.oo-TW«, <C(£.m)ea-(-m. (5.16)
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We use Proposition 4.6. Then (5.9) with x — C (which vanishes of order m > ß at the origin,
see (4.18)) implies |||C(£4)/||[ < C'ea\\f\\3t0a. On the other hand the Theorem 2.1 implies
for ß - a > 0:

^-«llin-e^HI < C'Hfllk/2-^,00 C"|M|i_8+a<0O. (5.17)

Hence the first term on the r.h.s. of (4.19) is bounded by a constant times £Q||5||i-s+a,oo||/||s,oc.
Now we bound the terms of the sum from (4.19) by using |||(£4)V'Ü)M)/III < ^'Ill/Ill <
C"\\f\\s.oo and Proposition 4.2 (d). We shall get terms of the form C",£a|||n_(£4)ae£^j|| •

ll/IUoo- By an estimate similar to (5.17) (use the Theorem 2.1 again) we finally obtain

\(9,et+mLie'm)f)\ < Ce°\\g\\1-,+a.00\\f\\,,eo.

This implies (5.16) because His+c.cc (Hs-i-n.i)*.

(ii) Let P(A.£) (g,L£(X + iß)f) with / G Hs,oc and g £ Hi+a_S:0O. If ê, m > 0 are
integers and m > ß then (5.16) gives

|9lö£mP(A,£)| < C(e,m)\\f\\St00\\g\\1+a-a,00ea-e-m.

Now the proof can be finished as in the case of Theorem 5.4. 0

5.3

If / $ Hx/2.x then n_P(A + i0)f has no meaning in general. However, one can give a sense

to this expression if EA((—00, a))f 0 for some a £ R.

Theorem 5.7 4ss7ime that H is of class C1+Q-r(4) with a > 0 real and r £ [l,oc]. Let
£ £ N with £ < a, let s be a real number such that 1/2 — (a - £) < s < 1/2, and let us denote

t s-l + (a-£), so that -1/2 < t < -1/2 + (a - £). Finally, let f £ HStP and g £ H-t,g<
where p,q £ [1, 00] are such that

(i) if s 1/2 — (a — t) then p r' and q 00;

(ii) if s 1/2 then p 1 and q r;

(iii) if 1/2 — (a — £) < s < 1/2 then p. q are related by I/o 1/p + I/?-.
Then the holomorphic map C+ 9 2 1—> (li-g. R(z)U+f) extends to a function of class Ce on
C+ U ßA(H) and one has

^7<n_5, R(X + iO)n+/> lim (U-g, £\R(X + iß)e+lU+f) (5.18)
dA* ß—+o

where the limit exists locally uniformly vn X £ ßA(H).

Proof. (i) As usual we reduce ourselves to the case when H is a bounded operator, but this
time the argument is slightly more involved. With the notations of part (i) of the proof of
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Theorem 5.1, we write

<n_ff, «(2)11+/) - c<n_3, (R - c)-'pn+/)
c<n_5, (r - c)-'n+pn+/) + c(n_5, (« - o^n-Pn+z).

The first term in the last member here is easy to treat (because Pn+/ G Hs.oa if / G Hs>00).
For the last term we first use Theorem 2.2, which gives n_Pn+/ G Ht+3/2 ii f £ HSi00.
In conclusion, for the rest of the proof we can assume that H is bounded and that the
hypotheses of Section 4 are fulfilled.

(ii) Let L£ be as in Proposition 4.7 and let us set h(e) (o,L^-0)/) with / G Hs,p and

g £ H-t,q>- Then, according to (4.20), for each integer m > 1 (in fact this time one can take
m 1, which simplifies the proof, but not significantly) we have

\emh{m)(e)\ <C Y |||£a~*~'7n_(£4)V-4<7||| ¦ \\\eaIl+(eA)be-eAf\\\ ¦ ||£-a+cP_ic)||.
a+b+c<m— 1

(5.19)
where a is the real number defined by s 1/2 — a, so that 0 < a < a — £. If cr 0 (case

(ii) of the theorem) then we bound a term in the sum from (5.19) by

C|||£^n_(£4)v^||| • ih/ih • ||£-a+cpW||.

Then by using Theorem 2.1 we obtain |£'"/i(m)(£)| < \(e), where x(£) is independent of A

and ß, and

''"ixWk-1*^ nil/Ill-IMIi/2-«^.
Jo

If a a — £ (case (i) of the theorem) we estimate a typical term in the r.h.s. of (5.19) by

C'HMII ¦ |||£Q-fn+(£4)6e-'-4/||| • ||e-0+c.fï-jc)||.

Then as above we get

H Ix&le-'de <C"l\\g\\\-l\g\\1/2-a+ey.
Jo

Finally, if 0 < a < a — £ we can use Theorem 2.1 for each of the factors in (5.19) which
contains / or g. So the relation 1/g' + 1/p + 1/r 1 and the Holder inequality with three
factors will give

I |x(e)|e d£<C"||p||i/2-a+*+cT.Q'|l/lli/2-<T,p.

Since 1/2 — a + £ + a 1 — s — (a — £) —t, we can finish the proof as usual (see the proof
of Theorem 5.1). 0

We shall reformulate Theorem 5.7 as follows. We know that for each real s with |s| < l+a
and each p G [1, oc] the operator R(z) has a canonical extension to a bounded operator in
Hs,p if 2 G C+, and the map z i-> R(z) £ B(HS,P) is holomorphic. If s,p,t,q are as in
Theorem 5.7 then t < s, so we have a holomorphic map

C+ 9 2 v* n_P(2)Fi+ G B(Hs.p. Ht.q). (5.20)
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Now the theorem says that if we equip B(HS.V; Ht,q) with the ?yj-topology then (5.20) extends
to a map of class Ce on C+ U ßA(H). If A G ßA(H) then the operator n_P(A + z0)n+ is
a well defined element of B(K;KA) (by Theorem 5.1). Hence, according to Theorem 5.7,
this operator sends Hx/2.x into H-X/2+a.r and, more generally, induces a continuous operator
7~ts,p —> 7~tt,q (with s,p.t,q as in the theorem). Moreover, the map

ßA(H) 3Am n_P(A + iO)II+ G B(Hs,p-, Ht,q) (5.21)

is of class Ce in the w-topology.

Theorem 5.8 Assume that H is of class C1+a(A) for some a > 0. Let /3, s, t be real numbers
such that 0 < ß < a, 1/2 - (a - ß) < s < 1/2 and t s - 1 + (a - ß), so that -1/2 < t <
— 1/2 + (a — ß). Finally, let p,q £ [1, oo] be such that

(i) if s 1/2 — (a — ß) then p q oo;

(ii) if s 1/2 then p q 1;

(iii) if 1/2 - (a - ß) < s < 1/2 then p oo, q 1.

Then the map (5.21) is locally of class A0.

Proof. As usual, we may assume that we are in the context of part (ii) of the proof of Theorem
5.7. We use Lemma 5.3 with F(X,e) (g. L£(X + ip)f) where L£ is as in Proposition 4.7 and

/ G Hs.p, g G H-t.q'- As in the proof of Theorems 5.4 and 5.6 we shall need the following
estimate: for £, m G N there is a constant C(£.m), independent of £ G (0.£o), X £ J and

ß > 0. such that
ll4'-m)lk,-«„ <C(£,m)eß'e-m. (5.22)

In order to prove this we use the inequality established in Proposition 4.7. Each term in the
r.h.s. of (4.20) is of the form |||v?(£4)p||| • |||-0(s4)/||| • ||£cPic)|| where f,ip £ S(R) but do

not vanish at zero in general. By Proposition 4.2 (d) such a term is bounded by a constant
times

£a|||^(£4)P||| • \MeA)f\\\ e0\\\ea-ß-°f(eA)g\\\ ¦ |||e^M)/lll (5-23)

where a could be an arbitrary real number. If0<a<a — ß then the r.h.s. of (5.23)
can be estimated with the help of Theorem 2.1. We clearly get a bound of the form
c£/3||a||i/2_Q+a+(7,0O||/||i/2_ff]0O. We set s 1/2 - a and we obtain (5.22) by a simple
argument. The limit cases a 0 and a a — ß are treated similarly. <)
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